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hulla gulla is a total family entertainment movie and you have to watch it with your family. no one wants to see a mom or dad in bed at night. and you will notice that the father has found a way to express his passion for his children even
at night. if you have kids of your own, you will definitely want to watch this film. the chemistry between the lead actors is very good. you will be able to relate to the characters in the film, which is a good thing. halla gulla full movies 720p.
the story is about a single dad who is the next door neighbour of the kids. they help him in everything. in this film, the father has realized that he is a good dad. he wants to spend time with his children, and he wants them to be happy. his

ex-girlfriend is also the reason for his loneliness. in this film, the main character will come to know that he is a good dad. a great piece of entertainment that is not only exciting but also has its heart in the right place. the songs and
dialogues are just as good as the film itself. the film can be watched with the best of the audiences because it will not bore you once you are in the zone. the film would be incomplete without the music which is basically action packed.

halla gulla is a fine entertainment that will be remembered for a long time. after the disappointment of the first half of the year, the second half of this year has a lot of surprises and films to keep us entertained. one such is halla gulla. with
a witty script, a terrific screenplay, a quirky cast, and an amazing director, the film is definitely worth a watch. the film, directed by kamran akbar khan, takes the notion of indian dandiya dancing and places it in the backdrop of the love

story of a beautiful young girl (jazmine ahmed) and a reformed criminal (sahil), who elope and begin their lives together. the film also features ayesha omar, soha ali khan, and nimra bagheerah. it is a must watch!
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